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Taiwan: Birth Rate CRATERED -27.66% in

June 2022!!!

Invasion? We do not need no stinking invasion

Igor Chudov
35 min ago

A couple of weeks ago, I wrote an article based on the shocking news

that Taiwan's birth rate in May 2022 fell by 23.34% compared to May

2021.

Igor’s Newsletter

Depopulation of Taiwan

This is a continuation of my post from yesterday about a massive 13% decline
in births in Germany. Such a decline is a nine-sigma event, meaning that it is so
unlikely to occur by chance, that it would naturally happen as rarely as an
asteroid striking the Earth…

Read more

13 days ago · 557 likes · 490 comments · Igor Chudov

I explained that in terms of statistics, the change in Taiwan is an

unthinkable 26-sigma event of enormous magnitude.

Like most people would, I was hoping, despite evidence from other

countries, that this is a data �uke.
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Well, it is not, and the data for June was just released in Taiwan. I am

very upset.

Compared to June 2021, birth rate in Jun 2022 is down by -27.66%. This

is far worse than the previous month (May) drop of -23.34% and

indicates a worsening birth rate trend.

.Here’s the updated chart:

June Birth Rate Cratered by
27.66%!

https://www.ris.gov.tw/app/en/2120
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Mind you, last August of 2021, when Jun 2022 babies were conceived in

Taiwan, the people of Taiwan were mostly unaware of what was going to

happen, and kept their family making plans intact. They probably did

not notice a 27.66% decrease in pregnancies, or an increase in

stillbirths. If someone told them, the young people of Taiwan probably

thought that it was antivax propaganda that they should dutifully

ignore, like their government and TV told them.

Young people were being happily vaccinated.
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The result? An “impossible” birth rate drop of -27.66% is basically a slow

death sentence for the population of Taiwan, if it continues, especially

combined with a 26% increase in deaths.

The mainstream media is beginning to cover drops in birth rates:

Media Coverage
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Concerned?

Check out my “depopulation series”:

Igor’s Newsletter

Hungary: Highest Vaccinated Counties Have Worst Birth Rate

Drops!

Interesting news on the birth rate drop front! It turns out that the highest
vaccinated counties of Hungary have the worst drop in birth rates in 2022! This
is a within-country comparison, comparing Hungarians to Hungarians, for the
same time period…

Read more

6 days ago · 432 likes · 607 comments · Igor Chudov

Igor’s Newsletter

Sweden's Birth Rate Dropping Precipitiously Every Month

Sweden, a good country that cares about its citizens, publishes up-to-date
birth statistics. The statistics are very concerning and show a deepening decline
in births this year. It is actually WORSE than it looks on this chart, as I will show
later…

Further Reading
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Read more

7 days ago · 496 likes · 431 comments · Igor Chudov

Igor’s Newsletter

Depopulation of Taiwan

This is a continuation of my post from yesterday about a massive 13% decline
in births in Germany. Such a decline is a nine-sigma event, meaning that it is so
unlikely to occur by chance, that it would naturally happen as rarely as an
asteroid striking the Earth…

Read more

13 days ago · 557 likes · 490 comments · Igor Chudov

Igor’s Newsletter

Dramatic Decline in Births in Germany

Germany is experiencing a strange decline in births in the first quarter of 2022,
totally inconsistent with their experience in recent years. Strange, right?
Fortunately, the vaccine-crazy German government already has the answer: it
says people had so many children already, that they no longer want any…

Read more

14 days ago · 541 likes · 444 comments · Igor Chudov
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Write a comment…

Writes 29 min agoEdwin Edwin’s Newsletter #1

Not a fluke!

Thanks Igor, thanks a lot.
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